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Introduction
This flow chart describes the baseline science algorithms for the SeaWiFS Data Processing
System (SDPS). As such, it includes only processing steps used in the generation of the
operational products that are archived by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC). It is meant to provide the reader with a basic
understanding of the scientific algorithm steps applied to SeaWiFS data. It does not include
non-science steps, such as format conversions, and places the greatest emphasis on the
geophysical calculations of the Level-2 processing. Finally, the flow chart reflects the logic
sequences and the conditional tests of the software so that it may be used to evaluate the
fidelity of the implementation of the scientific algorithm. In many cases however, the chart
may deviate from the details of the software implementation so as to simplify the
presentation.
The flow chart was compiled as part of the SeaWiFS Project Calibration/Validation
Element's effort to evaluate the scientific algorithms used for processing SeaWiFS data.
The following people also contributed to the compilation of the flow chart: Wayne D.
Robinson, Eueng-nan Yeh, Robert E. Eplee, Norman A. Kuring, and Bryan A. Franz.
A World Wide Web version of this chart is available as part of SeaWiFS's main web site.
The web version is updated whenever algorithm changes are Implemented. The chart was
designed for web use with hyperlinks connecting its pages.
Flow Chart Le_oend
A rectangular box represents a process, which, when shaded, indicates that an expanded
chart of that process is depicted In another figure. A diamond shaped box indicates a
binary decision and always has two exit paths representing "yes" and "no" results. A circle
or oval represent a Boolean combination of paths. The DAAC is depicted by an octagon
representing the repository for all operational products. Finally, a shaded triangular box
with a lowercase letter indicates that a comment exists relevant to the processing or logic
depicted in that area of a figure. The letter identifies the comment within the set of
comments given for the figures of the flow chart.
A small dashed line represents the functional limit of each figure's topic. Straight lines
indicate paths of science information, such as primary data. Dashed straight lines indicate
optional or occasional science information paths. Curved lines indicate control paths,
without science information transfers.
Italicized text describe data being transferred along the straight line paths or, in larger font,
the starting source data. Normal, small font text is used to provide explanations of paths
when needed.
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Comments
The following comments accompany the figures of the flow chart. Each set of comments
are labelled with the title of the figure to which they apply and the page number of that
figure in the chart.
SeaWiFS Data Processing (2):
a. Only global area coverage (GAC) data are processed operationally beyond Level-1.
b. Each GAC scene is normally one swath of data taken on the sunny side
(descending node) of an orbit. _ _ _ ....... _ _ ......
c. The space binning step converts each swath into binned products.
d. The time binning step combines (i) all space-binned scenes of a day into a day-
binned file; (ii) each 8-day set of consecutive day-binned files (starting each year
from Julian day 1) into an 8-day binned product; (iii) all the day-binned products of
each calendar month into a month-binned product; and (iv) all month-binned
products of each calendar year into a year-binned product. Thus, day- and month-
binned products are time binned again to generate the longer period time-binned
products.
Ancillary Data Conversion (3):
a. For each SeaWiFS scene, the ancillary data closest in time to before and after the
scene, and during the scene, if any, are selected for processing with that scene.
Each ancillary data parameter is interpolated to the location and time of each pixel
in the scene. (See L2 Support Data Calculations, p.'l 1.) If in the unusual
situation where such near-real time ancillary data are not available, climatologies of
the ancillary parameters are substituted ....
b. Interactive examination occurs as part of normal quality control procedures or when
an automatic statistical check program, through which all ancillary data are run,
indicates possibly problematic data. ....
c. Bad data imply unrealistic or missing data. Correction of such data Involves an
analyst replacing the problematic areas with data from the climatologies or other
averages, or using gridding or smoothing techniques.
L0-LIA Conversion (4):
a. Recorded data consist of GAC and local area coverage (LAC) data. Each GAC
scene is normally one swath of data taken on the sunny side (descending node) of
an orbit. Each LAC scene, including calibration scenes, normally consists of one
continuous recording of high-resolution data. For HRPT data, each Level-0
collection forms one scene.
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L1 Browse Generation (5):
a. The calibration applied is the same as that shown under Sensor Corrections (p.7)
without the stray-light correction.
b. The navigation of pixels is performed using data stored In the Level-lA product
during L0-L1A Conversion (p.4).
c. The 8-bit image stored in a Level-1 browse file can be converted to a 24-bit (8 bits
red, 8 bits green, 8 bits blue) image by application of a color look-up table. The
8-bit values stored in the browse file are no more than indices into that look-up table
and should not be construed to bear any direct relationship to radiances measured
by the sensor. Once the look-up table has been applied, the red, green, and blue
components of a pixel will be close to--but probably not the same as--the scaled
Rayleigh reflectances (for the 670, 555, and 412 nm bands, respectively) computed
by the browse file generator before it quantized the 16,777,216 possible colors down
to 256 or fewer.
L2 Processing (6):
a. For LAC resolution (not archived products for Levels-2 and -3), 194 anchor points
are defined.
b. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
c. The final assignments of the 12 geophysical parameter values that are output in the
Level-2 products are shown on the following pages:
- page 15:La_865 and eps_78;
- page 18: nLw_412, nLw_443, nLw_490, nLw_510, nLw_555, and La_670;
- page 20: K_490;
- page 23: tau_865;
- page 24: CZCS_pigment and chlor_a.
d. The altemate values for the 12 geophysical parameters are:
Geoohvsical P_ra, meter Alternate Value
nLw 412 Level-lA radiance counts of band 1
nLw_443 Level-lA radiance counts of band 2
nLw_490 Level-lA radiance counts of band 3
nLw_510 Level-lA radiance counts of band 4
nLw_555 Level-lA radiance counts of band 5
La_670 Level-lA radiance counts of band 6
La_865 Level-lA radiance counts of band 8
CZCS_plgment 0
chlor_a 0
K_490 0
eps_78 0
tau_865 0
iii
e, A summary of the conditions assigned to the various Level-2 flags, and the pages
of the flow chart on which the assignments occur, is given in the following table:
Flao
1 13
1 13
1 15
1 15
1 18
2 13
3 13
4 13
5 7
6 13
7 13
8 13
8 13
8 18
8 18
9 8
10 13
10 24
11 19
12 22
13 13
14 23
15 18
16 24
(_Qndition
invalid tilt state
bandL4 Rayieigh less than or equal to 0
aerosol determination ei'r0r _
epsilon out of range _
La(l_6) less than or equal to 0
land ...............
problematic ancillary data
ZGLINT greater than threshold (glint)
L1A(l_8) greater than knee value
satellite zenith greater than threshold
shallow water
missing bands or bad navigation
L1A(1 ..8) less than or equal to 0
Lw(1..6) iess than or equal (o 0
nLw(1 ..6) less than or equal to 0
stray light
ice or cloud
not shallow water& flag 8 is Set
c0c¢olithophores .....
T6 greater than T5 (turbid water)
solar zenith greater than threshold
tau_865 greater than threshold
nLw(5) less than threshold
chlorophyll algorithm error
Sensor Corrections (7):
a.
b°
The calibration table is occasionally updated to incorporate new information about
the sensor's performance. The table always contains the calibration information for
all data collected since the start of the mission.
A time-dependent gain and an offset may be specified as program input to override
those read from the calibration table. This is normally done for testing purposes
only. _
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Stray-Light Correction (8):
a. If along-track stray-light correction is requested by program input (normal option),
the GAC stray-light correction routine will work with a rotating buffer of 3 scans.
Therefore, the routine must be fed 3 lines initially by calling it 3 times in a row. The
buffer's center scan, S, will be processed for bright targets (BTs) and along-scan
marking and corrections. S will be returned by the routine after it rotates it to the
first (earliest) scan in the buffer where it can still be influenced by the center
(succeeding) scan. If along-track processing is not requested, the routine will work
with one scan, S, at a time. For LAC resolution (LAC scenes are not operational
products), a similar process is used with a 5-scan line buffer.
L2 Support Data Interpolations (12):
a. "Adjacent anchors" refers to the anchors (defined on p.6, L2 Processing) on both
sides of, and on the same scan as, the current pixel.
L2 Calculations (A) (13):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
L2 Calculations (B) (14):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
Atmospheric Correction (15):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
Radiance Calculations (18):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
Coccollthophore Test (19):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
Pigment (21):
a. Note that the PGMT value calculated here is only used for the turbid water test on
the next page. The pigment value calculated on p.24, Chlorophyll a & CZCS
Pigment, is the one used as a geophysical parameter output in the Level-2
products.
Turbid Water Test (22):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
Aerosol Optical Thickness (23):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
V
Chlorophyll a & CZCS Pigment (24):
a. A flag may be designated as a "mask" by program input.
Space Binning (26):
a. The 13 geophysical parameters that are space binned are the 12 parameters of
Level-2 products (see comment (c) under L2 Processing for a list) plus
chlor a K 490, calculated during space binning.
b. The mean of any geophysical parameter in a space-binned product is equal to
MEANbj = SUMXbj / W b for bin b and parameter j. The standard deviation is equal
to {[(SUMXXb._Nb)-MEANb.j2]Wb2/(Wb2-Sb)} °5 for bin b and parameter j. Note that
space-binned products are not archived.
Time Binning (27): .... _-:- _ _ _: _ -
a. The time binning step combines (i) all space-binned scenes of a day into a day-
binned file; (ii) each 8-day set of consecutive day-binned files (starting each year
from Julian day 1) into an 8-day binned product; (iii) all the day-binned products of
each calendar month into a month-binned product; and (iv) all month-binned
products of each calendar year into a year-binned product. Thus, day- and month-
binned products are time binned again to generate the longer period time-binned
products .....................
b. The 13 geophysical parameters that are time binned are those of the space-binned
products (see comment (a) under Space Binning).
c. The mean of any geophysical parameter in a time-binned product is equal to
MEAN b, = SUMXt, j / W b f0rb|n b and parameter j. T--hestandard _deviation is equal
to {[(S_MXXbJW_i-MEANb.j2]W_/(Wb2-Sb)} °'5 for bin b and parameter j.
Standard Mapped Image Generation (28):
a. A different standard mapped image product is generated for each of five
geophysical parameters, chlor_a, CZCS_pigment, nLw_555, tau_865, and K_490,
from each time-binned product.
Scaling for Byte Values (30):
a. The 8-bit image stored in a Level-1 browse file can be converted to a 24-bit (8 bits
red, 8 bits green, 8 bits blue) image by application of a color look-up table. The
8-bit values stored in the browse file are no more than indices into that look-up table
and should not be construed to bear any direct relationship to radiances measured
by the sensor. Once the look-up table has been applied, the red, green, and blue
components of a pixel will be close to--but probably not the same as--the scaled
Rayleigh reflectances (for the 670,555, and 412 nm bands, respectively) computed
by the browse file generator before it quantized the 16,777,216 possible colors down
to 256 or fewer.
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Ancillary Data Conversion
II III I II I I II
Source AncillaryData
\
,_ _o_o3 NCEPEP TOMS 03 Winds, Pressure, &
Precipitable Water (PW)
world grid previou,, day's data
format (HDF) format (HDF)
03[ J Winds, Pressure, & PW
I I
I If ¥
I Examine |
IExamine I L_ I interactively [ _m_ . -... no/ BadnolinteractivelyJ I= /_ -..
yesl I yes
I_ I I Correct problem & I I
flagany modified orl-_ ',e-Iflagany modified orl_l--'
[problematicvalues J | problematlc values_ !
e
DAAC
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LO-L1 A Conversion
I IIII1_1 III
LO Data
,_ellllllll gOWWlOllWlWW=II ilOlll iw.w..l=leIBl*llllll_--.;--Iwlm*e*e Ill Ill Ilwlww_wwlwww''"
I Generate index of frame type and qualityl
Orbit_ History ,
Group valid frames into GAC and LAC scenes
(HRPT data form one scene)
._,lGenerate filtered orbit vectors usingorbit Ihistory and GPS data from currentL0 data I
I Update orbit history file I
Istart at first scene _ I
Compute navigation: for each sc n
• no :
|
, L 1A Data :
= = P .II*ewlw...=..w..._WW*lOeO*lll_.l.ll=_.''''''' .iW _w .I*tlIWOI_II_IW.......-- --.''''''''o
(GAC& (GAC)
HRPT)
Ir
'r r' ! 11:2_g__=_tioalI _ Processing
A
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L1 Browse Generation
t
• i(""" "'_'") ca;;;;'tT_"
Ir Table
I Apply sensor calibration L.. J
'_ I for each scan line r
I Subsample pixels and scan lines J
,/_ I Navigate pixels I
I Compute Raleigh-corrected reflectancesI
I Form 24-bit, "true-color" Image !
using scaled reflectances from bands I
6, 5, 1 as red, gree/, blue, respectively I
TA
i........................... IL_a,_w,o............................j
I I I
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L2 Processing
03, IMnd$,
Pressure, & PW L IA Data
J (GAC)
PIXEL =
I SCAN = _L.__I Define 130
' _ scan anchor point.,,
ISCAN = SCAN + 1 I
1,2,3, L,,=;,6,7,8,9,10,13 A _
ts set & isa "mask"
.1
Use alternate values
(radiance counts or O)
1,8,10,11,12,14, for all L2 fields
15,16 )1& is a "mask"
• I
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Sensor Corrections
Calibration
Table
If it is first scan line
or the TDI has changed I Read calibration
l' ,r J f "1 tableI Read next scan
F
If calibration table was
read or gain has changed
Ir
,,_pply sensor calibration:
> calcul tte time-dependent gain
> subtract dark restore
-I asSetLuTgainconversion I
Check each pixel in scan; If
radiance count for any band
1 to 8 > than knee value,
set flag 5 for that pixel
> convert gain
> correct for mirror-side
L 1A Data
> correct for temperature
• correct for scan-modulation
• correct for time-dependent
gain & offset
L 1B Data
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Stray-Light Correction
I I]11 III
LIB Data(GAC) _................
=omwal= =.=w...= ,. o==== ===================== ===================== we==w= =..==o=== ==.==aw.wwww=.• • • • • • • ==
w
|
e
|
't i
Ip' = p+ll |i
1 "i|
IF or the earliest scan (S or S-l) in the buffer, if P I
has been marked as BT, AT, or being up to N I !
pixels from a BT edge, set flag 9 (stray light) for P.I
YeSJMore Dixels_
t 'i_ • • ••m • =J• mowmiw.wv.. _•e_uwol_aelm • • • i
I
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Stray-Light Detection
P P+
no
l lf band-8 L1B radiance of pixel P, L1B(8,P),I
is greater than band-8 calibration knee 1 I
value, mark it as a bright-target pixel, BT. I
_-I_ P = P. 11 _ DELTA = LIB(8,P+I) - L1B(8,P)I
Test for a BT edge:
[DELTA LTF°(L1if > B(8,P+I) - Ltyp)] and [L1B(8,P+I) > 0.9*knee_value],
then a left edge (LE) has been detected at P+I of S;
if [-DELTA > LTF*(L1B(8,P) - Ltyp)] and [L1 B(8,P) > 0.9*knee_value],
then a right edge .(.RE) has been detected at P of S;
where LTFis a fractional value specified by program input (baseline value is
0.25), Ltyp is a typical sea-surface radiance for band 8 (1.09 mW/(cm2 um sr)),
and where P and P+I are not already both marked as BT.
I Flag all pixels between and including LE and RE as BT pixels.
I For each BT pixel, mark corresponding pixels in the earlier scan,
S-1 (if there is such a scan in the buffer and the pixels are not
marked as BT pixels), and the later scan S+1 (if there is such a
scan in the buffer)_ as being along-track contaminated (AM.
ves no
uwwBwwwwu_i@ionw aowwmwwwwwwwwiewwwwww uwswmw_m_
I
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Bright-Target Processing
..... h;;"....................;h; h;;.....
been detected at P+ I of S. _ .._.,,.___ been detected at P of S.
yes _no
Mark up to 3 plxels (that are not marked as BT or AT) I
to the left of LE by their distance from LE. I
Correct for along-scan stray-llgh.t.contamlnatlon"of 3rd plxel from LE: I
> L1B(B,P-2) = L1B(B,P-2)+ CF L1B(B,P+I ) I
where B Is the band index 1 to 8 and CF is a correction factor equal I
to 0.0, -0.0(X)6, 0.0, -0.00074, 0.0, -0.00055, 0.0, I
-0.00037 for bands I to 8, respectively, i
Keep incrementing P and testing for RE until RE is found or there are I
no more pixels left in S: I
1) if L1B(S,P) < 1.25*Ltyp or I
2) If [-DELTA > LTF*(L1B(8,P) - Ltyp)] and [L1B(8,P) > 0.9*knee_value], I
then a dght edge IRE) has been detected at P of S. I
Ii r
_to 3 pixels (that are not marked as BT-or"_
:
> L1B(B,P+3) = F*L1B(B,P) "
where B is the band Index 1 to 8 and CF is a correction factor equal
to-0.0009, -0.00001, -0.00055, 0.0, -0.00053, 0.0, -0.00055,
-0.00033 for bands 1 to 8, res ectivel .
_'no LE had been found since the start of S or since the previous RE,
keep decrementing P and testing for LE until LE is found or there are
no more pixels left in S:
1) If L1B(8,P) < 1.25*Ltyp or
2) if [DELTA > LTF*(L1B(8,P+I) - Ltyp)] and
[L1B(8,P+I ) > 0.9*knee_value],
then a left edge (LE) has been detected at P+I of S.
_, assume that first pixel in scan is the LE.
I _.ssume that the last pixel In scan is the RE.J.
............................................. -::.... ....... ........................................
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L2 Support Data Calculations
................... ............. ......I
Cna_lct_at:°ld_aYc_s_(aenatr'_c ef°ct_°a_i_ F bO_aORsR',o solar constantI* _"
't
I Interpolate pixel latitudes & longitudes (from l
LO-LIA Converslon) to anchor points I
Interpolate pixel satellite zenith angles (from i
L0-LIA Conversion I to anchor points I
Calculate the solar zenith an_lles for the anchor points i
Calculate the cosine of the solar zenith angles for the anchor points
For ancillary ci=_ta(03, surface U & V winds, surface pressure, &
precipitable water), do 2D & time interpolation for each pixel in scan
then Interpolate those pixel values to values for the anchor points
ANQUAL = 0 for all anchor points. I
If an anchor point's ancillary data were derived with data flagged as problematic Iduring Ancillary Data Conversion, ANQUAL <> 0 for that anchor point
At eacn ancnor point, calculate winOspeecl: I
• WS = [Uwind**2 + Vwind**2]**0.5 I
Use pressure and viewing geometry to calculate I
Rayleigh reflectances for the anchor points !
Use WS and viewing geometry to calculate glint i
coefficients as fraction of F0(8) for the anchor pointsJ
•CalculateWHITE=n°rmalize_l**water-leav!n'g[6.4910 (-7)] WS 3.52whitecap reflectance at each anchor point:I,
Use pressure and satellite geometry to calculate the Rayleigh component I
of the satellite/surface absorption for the anchor points I
Use pressure and sun geometry to calculate the Rayleigh componentl
of the sun/surface absorption for the anchor points I
I Use 03 and viewing geometry to calculate satellite surface sun I
ozone correction for the anchor points I
Use 03, pressure, and viewing geometry to calculate satellite/surface/sun I
ozone and Rayleigh correction for the anchor points i
I If current scan indicates a new sensor I ."....................................
tilt state or if the tilt is changing, calculate I i _ .....
Fresnel reflectance at the anchor points I = =1_
=
_owwwwiwl • • • • m or mlIIWilIBIW .._
usse leeel_Wmwwmmm lewmwaew _ ue imeese_ il, •
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L2 Support Data Interpolations
I
.ZLAT = pixel latitude interpo.lated from adjacent anchors ! _,
ZLON = pixel longitude interpolated from adjacent anchorsJ
'ZTHETA = pixel satellite.zenith angle interpolated from adiacent'"anchors I
ZTHET0 = pixel solar zenith angle interpolated from adiacent anchorsI
ZMU0 = pixel cosine of solar zenith an_lle interpolated from adjacent anchors J
i I L
ZANQUAL = 0 IIf ANQUAL of either anchor adjacent to the pixel <> Or ZANQUAL <> 0
,ZRAYLY = pixel Rayleigh reflectance interpolated from adiacent anchors J
ZGLINT = pixel glint coefficient interpolated from adiacent anchors J
ZWHITE = WHITE of adiacent anchors interpolated to pixel J
ZB1 = Rayleigh component of the satellite/surface absorption for pixel,J
interpolated from adjacent anchors I
"ZB2= Rayletgh component of the sun/surface absorption for pixel, I
interpolated from adjacent anchors I
ZBSO3 = satellite/surface/sun ozone correction J
for pixel r interpolated from adjacent anchors I
ZBST = satellite/surface/sun ozone and Rayleigh correction I
for pixel, interpolated from adjacent anchors I
'7.FRESNL = pixel Fresnel reflectance interpolated from adjacent anchors I
wluw w_eoum.www.u.ww.w_., • t e• • w_ •o ,_wiBnmmsew_eslls0ulleil_a ewBww_wooeiw ol ml iwwww w nmlnmm_Rlllw_w_elu_l
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L2 Calculations (A)
............................. ...............................:..:2,:::::.:2.:.:....................
whitecap correction to total radlances (LIB data), Lt, of bands I to 8:1
- ZWHITE*ZBSTIB)*F0{B)*ZMU01PI where B = I ,,8 I
03 to Lt for bands I to 8:1
where B = 1 ..8 I !
ZLON
ZLAT within the lancl
mask?
no
If ZLON & ZLAT are within shallow water mask, set flag 7J
!Set flag 2 I
I
Band-8 albedo = 100*Ltl8)*ZB1 (8)*ZB218)/FO(8) !
If albedo > Input threshold (implying ice or clouds), set flag 10 I
I
If ZTHET0 Isolar zenith angle) > Input threshold, set'flag 13 I
If ZTHETA Isatellite zenith angle) • input threshold, set flag 6 !
: scan-line quality flag #2 (from L0-LIA Conversion) Indicates I
missing band, or if bad-navigation flag is on, set flag 8 I
llf It is not a valid tilt state Ifrom L0"LIA Converslonl, set flag 11If ZANQUAL (problematic ancillary data I <> 0, set flag 3 I
I If any band-4 Rayleigh reflectance at the adjacent anchor
points in the current or previous scan Is <= to
If LIA count for any band is <= to 0, set
If ZGLINT' > Input t'hi:eshold, set fla
I mills
._ewllwi iiiI
If any flag 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,
10,13 Is set & Is a •mask" Use alternate values
(radiance counts or 0)
for all L2 fields
SeaWiFS Science Algorithm Flow Chart
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L2 Calculations (B)
)ns
If flag 1 is set
& is a "mask"
If any flag is set
that is a "mask"
flag 11 is setis a "mask"
If flag 12 is set
& is a "mask"
Use alternate values ](radiance counts or O)for all _ fields
I
J_ Science Informationflow
January 5, 1998
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Atmospheric Correction
I If It Is the first pixel of a new scan or If the last successful aerosol determinationl
was for a pixel more than 12 (for GAC) or 48 (for LAC) pixels away from the I
current one, mrce a new search for bounding aerosol models by making the I
previous model Indices "unavailable" (see Aerosol Determination} J
JMU0 = cosine of ZTHET0 I
I Convert Lt to reflectances and subtract Raylelgh refiectances for bands 1 to 8: I
I> REFL(B) = { Pi*Lt(B)/[F0(B)*MU0]} - ZRAYL¥(B) where B = 1..8 I
IApply 02 correction to REFL(7II
t
t
JGet the stored diffuse transmittance coefficients, a & b, for the bounding models. J
Compute the diffuse transmittance for a bounding set I
of view an,gles using TAU from Aerosol _tsrmlnatlon:J
> !IBI = a expI-b '_TAU(B)] where B=I..
_ J
Use Interpolation ratio from Aerosol Determination I
to calculate t at the pixel I
For bands 1 to 6, calculate water-leaving radiances times transmlttance:l
RHO_A(B)]*F0(B)*MU0/PI where B = 1 ..6 J
7 calculate aerosol raclJa'nces: I
REFL(B)*F0(B)*MU0/P| where B-- 7,8 Iused as parameter La_865 In the L2 products)
If an error has
Aerosol Determination
ratio and If flag 1 is set
of the bounding models from Aerosol If flag 1 is set & Is a "mask"
DeterminaUon, calculate epsilon (geophys & is a "mask"
parameter eps_78 in L2 products) and, if
outside range, set flag 1
Use altemate values
(radiance counts or 0)
for all L2 fields
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Aerosol Determination
_moom eilwliime • Ba ola ole Bgm guoull lid dew omemoI = _m_ _mmm= _moBi wll io= _i lwm_wnl w _w eaJ emw elw mow lij oll l _wwI_
!
Compute the aerosol slngle & multiple scattering relaUonshlp coefflclents for all
12 aerosol models and 8 bands for the glven geometry and using a quadratlc fit
If undefined operatlon occurs, slgnal an error & skip rest of aerosol determlnaUon
For the glven vlewlng geometry, calculate epsllons, EPS, for all bands relatlve
to band 8 for all aerosol models
the
bounding
used for the previous
available?
Get the single scattering aerosol terms for
the 2 bounding models at bands 7 & 8 using
the scattering relationship coefficients and
water (PW)
If undefined operation occurs, signal error
rest of aerosol determination
the epsi|ons for the 2 bounding
models using the band 7 to 8 ratio of these
_rrns and them
the
within the EPS
of the 2
models?
I Calculate the aerosol optical thickness, TAU, for the 8 bands and the 2 bounding 1
I _ vlew_eomet,_, and the band-8 single scattering reflectances J
e average
_°r_,_ema(_le re_sgeI
Use the epsllons of the 2 bounding models, the single scattering term for band 8]
the PW, the scattedng relationship coeffs., and the InterpolaUon ratio to derive Jthe multiple scattering aerosol reflectance terms, RHO_A, for bands 1 to 6
_osol terms for the_
models at bands 7 & 8 and the interpolaUon ratio to compute I
the actual sin le scattedn terms for bands 7 & 8
,o_.._l mww.mlm.=l.J=....iw_.m=
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Aerosol Bounding Models Search
I I I I
L_
f I
Get single scattedngreflectances for model M at bands 7 &'8 usingl I
RHO_A(7) & RHO_A(8), the scattering relationship coeffs, and PWJ I
If undefined operation occurs, signal error I I ....
.and skip rest of aerosol determination _ J _1_""
Calculate the epsilon for the band 7 to 8 ratio of I _ ._, _"_-,=
the single scattering reflectances for model M I I'-m"r,_> 1_'
|_.=l
i
ooiRank the differences according to their absolute valuesSum the N smallest differences
Sum the derived epsilons corresponding
to the N smallest differences and weighted
in an Inverse proportion to those differences
Average sum of the cledved epsilons
Calculate the differences between the average
epsllon and each of the 12 band 7/8 model epsllons
IN=N-21 T
t
ithe 4 derived epsilon avera_;]e Is the smallest positive valueSelect as the upper bound model the one whose difference with
the 4 derived epsllon average is the. smallest negative valueRetain Indices.of bounding models for the next plxel
mBmew wwlle .Bum= mum welle= Ill= Jim= =U=mlWWl= ,lIO IOQ W'J wall IIm. mew WWW ,all mmmllae =, • = mw wag eeo ila= ,n.maw ila.um = e., w w, Oaq
L
I I I II
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Radiance Calculations
III I I
/
.w _w_ wem mew II • el m • ww w_i _m@ wmw ww.. _l ere www llm oww ew. m;@i_w_o ouw mw • www • wl _QI u.= _oo ii • mo • we • •w • • _• w ww • w....|
Calculate band-6 aerosol radiance:
> La(6) = Lt(6) - [F0(S)*ZMU0*ZRAYLY(6)/Pi] - tLw(6)
(used as geophys, parameter La_670 in L2 products;
see L2 CalculaUons (A) for Lt calculation)
+
I Calculate water-leaving radiances, Lw, for bands 1 to 6 (remove transmittance): I> Lw(B) = tLw(B) / t(B) where B = 1..6 I
no
> 0 where B = 1..6
rO$
Calculate normalized water-leaving radiances, nLw, for bands 1 to 6:
> nLw(B) = Lw(B)*ZB2(B)/(ZMU0*FOCORR) where B = 1..6
(geophys. parameters nLw_412, nLw_443, nLw_490, nLw_510, nLw_555
in L2 products !
.11
If LwlS ) <= 0 for S= 1..6, set flag 81
If nLw/B ) <= 0 for B= 1..6, set fla 9 8
If an fla isset
If La(S_ <= 0 for B = 6..8, set fla_q1 [-__- .L .___.__,ha, _ a Pmask"
!' nLw(5) < input threshold, set flag 15 __
............i:,............................." ";......: ....
i ._:___i_:_i_-._i Use alternate values I
(radiance counts or 0) _ A
for all L2 fields J L._
SeaWiFS Science AIgori_th_m FlowChart
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Coccolithophore Test
II III I I
Are nLw(2), nLw(4),
and nLw(5) all >0?
yes
If all following conditions are true, set flag 1 1:
nLw(2) >= F1
nLw(,5) >= F2
Lat6_ <= 1 1 If flag 11 is set
F3"<" nlw('_)/nLw(5) <= F4 &__._isa "mask"
F5 <= nlw(4)/nLw(5) <= F6
F7 <= nlw(2)/nLw(4)<= F8
where F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, and F8 are
specified as input to the program /
Use alternate values I
(radiance counts or 0) 1
for all L2 fields I
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Diffuse Attenuation
I [
llll !1_ Ilili_lO Jill liil wliillO liJ__ ill 011 Ill lillll Ill III Illl_
K_490 = 0.022 + {0.1 *[Lw(2)/Lw(5)]**-1.2996}
(a geophys, parametor in L.2 products)
n i ul
rl
!= K_490 ----0 -_ l
e
e 4 e
=wwwww =mmil=lewlgelmwlilwlw=_mle=_im_ww......o.._ ..= wlw i_Bw_lw_, www_m_eoe I_.._= aoeg_IIelomwi_wwwwwm
f
III IIII
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#
i
Pigment
II I
nc
[nLw(3)/nLw(5)]- 5.29 I
PGMT = 0.592 - 3.48*[nLw(3)/nLw(5)] I
< PGMT < 2? no
I PGMT = PGMT*1.280*sqrt([nLw(2)/nLw(5)]-0.163) I
oe _
SeaWiFS Science Algorithm Flow Chart
I_ Science Information flow Controlpath
........ Functional limit of topic J
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Turbid Water Test
III III II II III I [
IT1 = o.ooo7+ ([0.005955 - 0.002478*Iog(PGMT)]*PGMT**0.62)I
IT2 = o.0683 + 0.04*PGMT**0.645 I
IT3 = 0.33*T1fl"2J
IT4 : {@- 2.5"T3) - sqrt[(1 - 2.5"T3)*'2 - 4.44"T3)]} / 21
T5 = (1- ZFRESNL)*T4 / (TW'1.341"'2) 3.42)1where TW is an Input parameter {baseline value =
IT6 = nLw(5)*FOCORR/F0(5) I
If T6 > T5 set
If flag 12 is set
& is a "mask"
I Use alternate values
(radiance counts or 0)
for all L2 fields
IIII I IIII I
....... _ _ _ Algorithm FloW ChSeaWiFS Science art
! _ Science informationflow
January S, 1998
Controlpath ........ Functionallimit of topic I
Page 2 2
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Aerosol Optical Thickness
==lwwllmmllw=ug =g= =lmwl_mmDllw u_gwl==mDlem_llm_..Iml_.wlwwww_liQowlwwwlll= =lwllwlmwlmm==nmllmut wlwo Q
tau_865 = TAU(8) I
(a geophys, parameter in L2 products; I
see Aerosol Determination for derivation) J
1
I
-- If flag 14 is set i
i If tau_865 > input & is a "mask"
: threshold, set flag 14 _ -__ j
i (if <0, set ---0 upon output) Z_ _ i
i........................t ............i........................""""'"t ......................J
Use alternate values
(radiance counts or 0)
for all L2 fields
SeaWiFS Science Algorithm Flow Chart
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Chlorophyll a & CZCS Pigment
I I]1 III
.............................................:-..::.:_,L.j,.:......:......:.....................
T
Convert nLw for bands 1 to 6 to reflectances: I
RRS(B) = nLw(B)*FOCORR/F0(B) for B = 1..6J
_yes _i chlor_a= O!
PGMT = 0 1
i;n°
I RATIO = Io_10[RRS(3)/RRS(5)] I
Calculate L2 products geophys, parameter chlor_a = I
-0.40 + 10"'10.341 - 3.001 *RATIO + 2.811 *RATIO**2 - 2.041 *RATIO**3) I
yes _'_.chlor_.a = 0.01/
[PaMT=134:oo1"*o_Bt--_
IMT = 1.34 * chlor_a**0.98 I
used as )arameter CZCS_pi_ment in L2 products) I
Control path Functional limit of topic J
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L2 Browse Generation
I
i
i
|
E
!
i
!
i
||
||
i
Immm|•ummwm|mm||Immm|||| e#mm mlml|m|m|||mlm• ••,
(chlor_a)
Subsample pixels and scan lines
L2 Browse
SeaWiFS Science Algorithm Flow Chart
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Space Binning
/.2 Data
I
.....':""''.........i ..........".: .......................
Check if scene crosses data day boundarY I
If so, use separate bin grids (data days) fol I
binning eastem and western portions of sc )ne.I
(Two binned scene products will be output.) It Y"_
I Initialize sums to 0J
P
I Get next scan I
I_.=l
t-
! Get next pixel I
yes "
Calculate bin index for pixel's lat/Ion.
For that bin index:
> increment pixel count (N)
• set scene count (S) to 1
• chlor_a_K_490 = chlor_a/K_490
• For each of 13 geophys, parameter:
• add pixel value to sum (SUMX)
• add pixel valueA2 to Z_
sum of values^2 (SUMXX)
[
_r
For each bin with N>0:
• set time trend (1-1") to 1
• calculate the weight (W)
as the square root of N
• For all geophys, params:
> SUMX = SUMX/W
• SUMXX = SUMXX/W
L3 Binned
Data
(scenes)
,llllllllll i!!111 iii
mi• m IIIIll I=W.,IIIIIOIIIIIIIIII • liie =IIIIIIIIIIIIIIWBIIIIOIIIIII,
II I II IIIII
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Time Binning
"scenes' L ___,_ fcla. ,3_nned Da.ta mon
__ng_ , , _,_wo_T",_ ,J^ __
......__:. ................._ ......._ ...._._._' ........
t Jlnitialize sums to 0J _ no
I Readbinnedproduct _ Y'_
I Get next bin _ "¢._._, I
,(N>0 for alistored L3 blns)_
From the input bin obtain: . . . I
• N, number of pixels for which there are data .... I "
• S, number of scenes that contributed to that bin's data I
• W, weight of that bin's data I
From the Input bin obtain for each of 13 geophys, parameters: I
• SUMX, sum of weighted values IA
• SUMXX_ sum of weighted values squared Z_
t
For the Index corresponding to the Input bin:
• add N to sum of N
• add S to sum of S
• add W to sum of W
For the Index corresponding to the input bin and
for each of 13 geophysical parameters:
> add SUMX to sum of SUMX .,_
• add SUMXX to sum of SUMXX
t
JFor the Index corresponding to the Input J
bin, adjust the time-trend field, TT, to I"
reflect contribution of the Input bin's data J '_
| i_.ww_wwgwww_ww_w_www_._wwwew_ww_.tw=_w _lwlwwwwwwwwww_wl_wwww=..w...._w.w._...mew.wwww_ww_.w_= .o.
L3 Binned Data (day, 8.-day, month, year)
_ ftlu_V.
motlt/'H
i
SeaWiFS Science Algorithm Flow Chart
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Standard Mapped Image Generation
L3 Binned Data
(day, 8-day, mon_, year)
A (chlor_a, CZCS_pigment,
nLw_555, tau_865, K_490)
Set up global equirectangular
grid (180 to 180 Ion., 90 to 90 lat.
1
Go to next location
on mapped grid
Input bin
contains that
location?
all map
ions been
considered?
(chlor_a, CZCS_pigment,
nLw_555, tau_a65, K_490)
L3 SM/ Data
" seawiFSSclence AIg0rithm_Fiow Chart
[--_ Scfence Information flow
January S, 1998
Controlpath
........ Functional limit of topic I
Page 2 O
IIII I
L3 Browse Generation
L3 SMI Data
• • umo•r'wuwwwwilinmeollwowwwiIBawlnBwmmlmlaleml... ,w....._emom .wwww ewo UlWeIOm..B.WWWRll.
i (chlor_af_
" day, 8-day,
! month, year)
w
i
l|; I ;ubsample columns and r
w
I
|
e
i
3
l|
!
E
i
t
_ • • ul .._ww_w_nluomoloooolmw _lQosn ualmwmgie im_l.wla_w_wwuwimmmlwmm oe_wuiwwmm_oo • m_, • • • _
_ tor Bytevalu_
L3 Browse
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Scaling for Byte Values
B = [log(D)+2] / (2/255)
_k B = 0 <==>B = 255 <==>
Brows 
D = 0.01
D=I.0
B = byte value to
or to write into product (L2 & L3)
D = Raylelgh-corrected reflectances
or geophysical value (1_2& L3)
B = [log(D)+2] / 0.015 for chief_a, and if B>250, B=250
B = 050 <==> D = 0.01 mg mJ_-3<==> 56.234133 mg rr_-3
|_ta_dard+ Map_ i!n_age-(S_ll).G+_q_ mti_h ]
B = [log(D)+2] / 0.015 for chlor_a & CZCS_pigment, and if B>254, B=254
_= 054 <==> _)= 0.01 mg m_-3<==> = 64.565423 mg mA-3
B = D / 0.063 for nLw_255, and if B>254, B=254
B = 0 <==> D = 0.01 mW cn_-2 um_-I srA-1
B = 254 <==> D = 16.002 mW crr_-2 umA-1 srA--1
B = D / 0.005 for tau_865, and if B>254, B=254
B = 0 <==> D = 0.01
B = 254 <==> D = 1.270
B = D / 0.025 for K_490, and if B>254, B=254
B = 0 <==> D = 0.01 m,_-I
B = 254 <==> D = 6.350 rn,_l
B = SMI chlor_a byte value and if 250<B<255, B=250
B = 050 <==> D= 0.01 mg rn_-3
<==> 56.234133 mg rn,_-3
Sumlnarv of Reserved Byte Values
Llbrs L3brs
0-250 data data data data
251 data not used data caption (1)*
252 data flag 4 (3) data geocoordinate grid (3)*
253 data flag 2 (1) data land (4)*
254 data flags 1, 5, or 10 (2) data political boundaries (2)*
255 data not used no data no data (5)
O Numbers Indlc_ate lowest value => hlghest prtority* indicate feature that is
SeaWiFS Science Algorithm Flow Chart
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